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Highlights of MSE progress from the perspectives
- Core Project Office Team

- Partnership Building
- Project Operations
- Science
- Engineering



Progress since the NOAO co-sponsored meeting in Tucson

Between 26-28 February 2019

The meeting was attended with more than 90 participants.

• US, Australia, Chile, China, Canada, France, Serbia and UK

• Including representatives from current wide field spectroscopy 

projects: SDSS, WEAVE, 4MOST, DESI, PFS and LAMOST. 

Progress in Context (1)



Progress in Context (2a)
MSE transforms CFHT into a dedicated 10 m class spectroscopic survey facility

CFHT MSE



Progress in Context (2b)

CFHT MSE

MSE’s progress is enabled by a lean yet effective functional structure.

MSE transforms CFHT into a dedicated 10 m class spectroscopic survey facility



Project Structure (1)



Project Structure (2)

MSE is powered by an international team of scientists, educators and engineers



Progress in Project Office

Project Office Progress



• MSE Project Office core team

• Coordinates the work of the science and design teams to facilitate progress

• Provides support in project engineering, systems engineering, and technical oversight

• Sam Barden joined MSE in February/Nicolas Flagey left last month

• Currently recruiting for a System Scientist and a new Project Administrator

Project Office Team - 2020

SYSTEM SCIENTIST



• MSE Project Office core team

• Coordinates the work of the science and design teams to facilitate progress

• Provides support in project engineering, systems engineering, and technical oversight

Project Office Team - 2019

Since 2019, the Project Office has gained two staff positions.



Progress in Partnership

Partnership Progress



Management Group - 2020

• Australian Astronomical Optics Macquarie (AAO-MQ)

• National Research Council (NRC) of Canada

• National Astronomical Observatories (NAOC), Chinese Academy of Sciences

• Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France

• Institute for Astronomy (IfA), University of Hawaii

• India Institute of Astrophysics (IIA)

• Kyung Hee University (KHU) of South Korea

• Texas A&M University

• US NSF’s NOIRLab, normally known as the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, and 

UK university consortium led by the Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC) are observers



• The PDP starts in 2019 with participants:

• Australian Astronomical Optics (AAO) Macquarie 

• National Research Council (NRC) of Canada

• National Astronomical Observatories (NAOC), Chinese
Academy of Sciences

• Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of 
France

• Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii

• India Institute of Astrophysics

• National Optical Astronomy Observatory, USA and Texas A&M 
University participate as observers

Management Group - 2019



Management Group - 2020

• Australian Astronomical Optics Macquarie (AAO-MQ)

• National Research Council (NRC) of Canada

• National Astronomical Observatories (NAOC), Chinese Academy of Sciences

• Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France

• Institute for Astronomy (IfA), University of Hawaii

• India Institute of Astrophysics (IIA)

• Kyung Hee University (KHU) of South Korea

• Texas A&M University

• US NSF’s NOIRLab, normally known as the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, and 

UK university consortium led by the Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC) are observers

MG is progressing the foundational documents:

• Partnership Model with Mission Statement

• Code of Conduct

• Statement on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion

• Statement on Cultural Heritage of Maunakea



Project Operations Progress

Progress in Project Operations



Project Operations Highlight (1a)

Established and tasked the Education & Public 

Outreach (EPO) Working Group in 2019

• Analyzed the EPO needs of each participant

• Surveyed EPO programs at other comparable 

astronomical observatories

• Recommended an outreach strategy and set 

goals for the MSE EPO program

• Advocate diversity and inclusion

• Incorporate indigenous knowledge and cultures

• Provide access to real science data in order and 

promote authentic interactions

• Preliminary budget recommendation

• 2% of construction budget & 5% of operations budget

EPO Working Group co-chaired by Mary Beth Laychak

& Kelly Lepo, with membership recommended from 

members of the Management Group



Project Operations Highlight (1b)
EPO Working Group co-chaired by Mary Beth Laychak

& Kelly Lepo, with membership recommended from 

members of the Management Group

EPO program development will start at Preliminary Design Phase

Established and tasked the Education & Public 

Outreach (EPO) Working Group in 2019

• Analyzed EPO the needs of each participant

• Surveyed EPO programs at other comparable 

astronomical observatories

• Recommended an outreach strategy and set 

goals for the MSE EPO program

• Advocate diversity and inclusion

• Incorporate indigenous knowledge and cultures

• Provide access to real science data in order and 

promote authentic interactions

• Preliminary budget recommendation

• 2% of construction budget & 5% of operations budget



MSE newsletter and website curator

Project Operations Highlight (2a)



September 2019 Newsletter September 2020 Newsletter

Project Operations Highlight (2b)

Shout out to Laurie Dale

MSE newsletter and website curator

Honorary MSE Graphic 

Designer



Science Progress

Progress in Science



Design Reference Survey 
development is underway.

• Select, plan and execute an 
integrated observing program 
with representative and yet 
diverse science cases

• Stress test MSE’s conceptual 
design baseline

• Identify the software 
infrastructure required to 
execute the observing 
program

• a.k.a. Program Execution 
Software Architecture (PESA)

Science Highlight (1)



Science questionnaire was utilized to maximize MSE’s science 

capabilities and minimize technical risks.

Science Highlight (2a)

Science 

Capabilities
Technical 

Feasibilities



Following the Tucson meeting, a questionnaire was sent to the Science 

Team to resolve the most challenging aspects of the spectrograph designs 

by gaining deeper insight into the actual scientists' requirements*. 

• More than 60 individual answers were received

Science Highlight (2b)

Science 

Capabilities
Technical 

Feasibilities

• Based on our findings, design trades are 

underway by both the LMR and HR spectrograph 

design teams to set the next phase of design 

directions.

• More details to come in the next two meetings 

regarding the spectrograph designs and their 

science capabilities 

*To be incorporated in the Science Requirements Document



Engineering Progress

Progress in Engineering



DOORS* implementation update

• Why is requirement management 

important?

Engineering Highlight (1a)

*Dynamic Object Oriented Requirements System



DOORS implementation update

• Why is requirement management 

important?

• We all have seen the V-Diagram in 

Systems Engineering talks.

Engineering Highlight (1b)

Time

Project 

Definition

Project 

Test & 

Integration



DOORS implementation update

• Why is requirement management 

important?

• We all have seen the V-Diagram in 

Systems Engineering talks.

• DOORS as an essential tool

• Ensure MSE meets science objectives

• Confirm all science requirements are 

converted into engineering requirements

• No science requirements are missed

• No superfluous design requirements are added 

Engineering Highlight (1c)



Engineering Highlight (2a)
Program Execution Software Architecture development update



Engineering Highlight (2b)
Program Execution Software Architecture development update



Engineering Highlight (2c)
Program Execution Software Architecture development update



Implemented a collaborative work platform: Microsoft SharePoint 

• SharePoint is a web-based collaborative portal using Microsoft Office 

tools such as Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint, etc.

• Ensure a geographically distributed project team access to the latest information

• No more emailing documents

• Eliminate "out-of-date" work

Engineering Highlight (3)

• Benefit of shared group 

calendars to facilitate 

scheduling of meetings



Conclusion

MSE is powered by an international team of scientists, educators and engineers
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Project Organization
• Governing board members are 

representatives of the participants and 
observers + CFHT executive director

• Known as the Management Group

• Science Advisory Group also consists of 
astronomers from the participants and observers

• Alan McConnachie: Project Spokesperson

• Management Group external representative 
regarding MSE promotion and partnership

• Chair of the Science Advisory Group 

• Jennifer Marshall: Project Scientist

• Supported by eight Science Working Groups

• Kei Szeto: Project Manager/Project Engineer



Management Structure
• Canada, France and UH, i.e. the CFHT Corp, support Project Office operations

• Staffing and business office support

• All participants contribute to the science and technical development

• Cash and/or technical contributions entitle Management Group membership

• Management Group

• Representatives from the eight participants form the Management Group

• Precursor of the formal MSE governing board

• Representatives for US NSF’s NOIRLab and UK ATC are current observers

• Exploring the possibility of technical contributions

• Governance for the Preliminary Design Phase is defined by the Statement of Understanding

• Once signed, NAOC and IIA are affiliates and continue to provide in-kind contributions in technical development

• SoU empowers the MG to set project directions through the Preliminary Design Phase into the subsequent 

Construction Phase

• SoU entitles the MG to define the partnership model leading to science operations



Technically Paced Schedule

• Preliminary Design Phase - 2 years, starting in July 2021

• Construction Phase - 6.5 years, including Detailed Design Phase and manufacturing and testing

• System-Level Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV) Phase - 7.5 years, including deconstruction, 

and AIV of industrial systems such as the summit facility, enclosure and telescope, and followed by 

the Science Instrument Package subsystems’ AIV

• Science Commission - 2 years, with science operations starting at mid-phase in January 2034



Realization of MSE
• The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) represents the work requires to realize the MSE Observatory.

• There are seven Level-2 WBS elements with lower WBS elements within each.

• The work required to accomplish each WBS element is either the responsibility of the PO or a selected participant.

• Contributions from MSE participants accumulate “shares” proportional to the science leadership in the MSE Observatory.


